
Accessing the IHUK website 

You will come to this page (below).  From here you can “Add a new Natter”, or view and contribute 
to the message boards
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You can access the owners message boards and natter facilities by logging in to our 
website:

   Type /login after our url in the top box on your browser 
  

You need your Username and access to the email address we send out Wednesday 
emails to. You can find these on any of our Wednesday emails from January 2015 
onwards.
 
If you don’t yet have a password or have forgotten it, click “lost your password?” below the 
login box. The website will ask you to input your username or email address and will email 
you a link asking for a new password.



Add a Natter

Natters are shown for a short time on the front page of our website and are also displayed on your 
feature. They look particularly good if you have added featured photo. But don’t worry, if you don’t 
have a photo the natter will automatically use your profile picture.  Natters are automatically sent 
direct to our social networks as soon as they go live on our site. 

Click on the “Add Natter” link in the black bar on the top left of the page. 

1. REQUIRED.  Enter a title (keep this short).  Less then 25 characters is ideal.
2. Enter a short upbeat sentence in the content box, this text will feature on the homepage.  

Don’t make this text to long or it will cover up the photo.  Stick to around 35 words. Your 
accommodation name and a link to your feature page will automatically be included with this 
text so don’t waste space on your contact details or website address here.

3. If you have more details enter them in the description box.  This text will appear with the title 
and short text on your feature page, with a link from the homepage Natter.  You can include 
your own links in this text. Highlight some text then click on the paperclip symbol to add a 
website address. 
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4. If you don’t want your natter to go out straight away OR you are shceduling a number of natters 
(AT LEAST 4 DAYS APART Please) you need to “Shedule” your natter by clicking on the “edit” 
link next to “publish immediately” and then choosing the date and time.



NOTE: If you are viewing the site 
on an ipad or similar the Natters 
page might look more like this

REQUIRED. Once you 
are happy with your 
Natter click “Publish/
Schedule” to get it online.
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5. Natters should be given an expiration date. 
Do this by clicking “enable post expiration” 
and choosing the date and time you want your 
natter to expire. This is particularly important 
for natters with short time frames such as late 
availability and events.

6. If your Natter is a  Late Availability or Special 
offer chose a category. 

7. If you want to add a photo you can do so in the 
“Set Featured Image” box on the right hand side 
below the category box. 

• Photos need to be about 800 pixels wide (it 
won’t let you up load photos that are too large 
and ones too small will look grainy).  

• If you don’t have photo manipulation software 
(such as photoshop) try this website:            
www.picmonkey.com you can resize and edit 
photos which are suitable for use on websites 
(but not in print). Don’t try to make photos bigger 
these will just look grainy- if your photos are too 
small you need to find the original files straight 
from the camera (these will be over 1MB in size) 
or take some new ones.



Message boards

We have split the message board into a number of topics. Click on the topic you are interested in 
to look at the different discussions. You can add a new discussion here or click on existing discus-
sions and comment. If you think we should add a topic let us know and we will do it at this end.  

You will get an email which lets you know if someone else responds to the discussion you have 
created. If you don’t want this then uncheck “Notify me of follow-up replies via email”

You can respond to discussions in the same way, click on the discussion, scroll (or read) to the 
bottom and fill in the blue form.
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If you want to be notified when someone adds a discussion to the message board click on the 
Subscribe button.

To add discussion scroll to the bottom of the list and fill in the form. Don’t forget to click 
“Submit”

Please remember- Don’t put email notifications from the message boards into 
“JUNK” or “SPAM” as this might lead to you not getting booking messages 

from our site.




